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Iran and Why It Would be Insane for America to Go
to War There
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War Agenda
In-depth Report: IRAN: THE NEXT WAR?

Is Congresswoman Tulsi Gabbard the only sane voice in both Houses of the US Congress?

She says “War with Iran would make the Iraq War look like a cakewalk.”
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Russian roulette is a game of chance where players spin the cylinder of a revolver with a
single bullet in turns, put the muzzle against their head and pull the trigger. The player has
16.67%  chances  of  firing  a  bullet  into  his  head  if  there  is  one  bullet  in  the  6-chamber
revolver. Each player starts by spinning the cylinder, thus each player has an equal chance
of being killed by the bullet.

If there can be a lethal game of Russian roulette in international politics, this is it; what just
began on May 8, the first anniversary of the United States’ withdrawal from the Iran nuclear
deal of July 2015.

Iran exercised “strategic patience” for one full year, as President Hassan Rouhani noted,
upon the request from the five remaining signatories of the nuclear deal – Britain,  France,
Germany, Russia and China. That period has run out.

Not only have the five powers failed to persuade the Trump administration to retract from
its decision, but Washington has gone on a warpath of sanctions and deployment of a
formidable strike group to the Persian Gulf.

On the other hand, the five big powers couldn’t ensure that Iran got the full benefits out of
the nuclear deal as envisaged under the nuclear deal, despite its full compliance with the
terms of the deal, which has been acknowledged repeatedly by the International Atomic
Energy  Agency.  Only  Russia  and  China  observed  the  commitments  given  to  Iran  as
signatories, while the three European powers merely paid lip service.

Against this backdrop, Rouhani announced on Wednesday that if the remaining signatories
fail to provide Iran with the merits stated under the deal in the next 60 days, Tehran will
stop complying with its nuclear undertakings in consequent phases. For a start, Iran will
cease to observe the capping on the volume of enriched uranium and heavy water reserves
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that it is permitted to hold.

After 60 days, if Iran’s grievances are not still  addressed, it will  no longer observe the
restrictions on the 3.6 percent level of uranium enrichment and will resume work on its
heavy water reactor at Arak. Iran has underlined that it is not withdrawing from the nuclear
deal but is only taking reciprocal measures as provided under articles 26 and 32 of the
agreement regarding the eventuality of one or more of the six powers failing to observe the
treaty. Rouhani has specified Iran’s concerns particularly in the oil industry and the banking
sector, which Washington has targeted with sanctions.

Rouhani said that after 120 days from now, even if Iran starts enriching uranium beyond the
3.6 level and resumes work in Arak, it will give yet another 60 days for negotiations before
taking  additional  unspecified  action  (which  could  be  by  the  yearend).  Meanwhile,  Iran  will
react strongly against any move by the western powers to approach the UN Security Council
for reimposition of the old UN sanctions.

It’s  an insane game that  US President  Trump started on May 8 last  year.  With Iran’s
response by way of reciprocal measures, round two is complete.

The two immediate measures Iran has announced — non-observance of the capping on the
volume of enriched uranium (300 kg limit) and heavy water reserves that it is permitted to
hold — is not a unilateral step. It is a fait accompli that the Trump administration created
last week by sanctioning other countries against holding Iran’s excess volume of enriched
uranium or trading in heavy water reserves.

Trump MUST stop listening to the lies from Israel with their claims that Iran is a strategic and
imminent threat to America and Trump MUST sack all NEOCONS in his Administration before
June 2019, it’s that simple.
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